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PAPER
Neural End-to-end Speech Translation Leveraged by ASR Posterior
Distribution

Yuka KO†a), Katsuhito SUDOH†, Nonmembers, Sakriani SAKTI†, and Satoshi NAKAMURA† ,††, Members

SUMMARY End-to-end speech translation (ST) directly renders source
language speech to the target language without intermediate automatic
speech recognition (ASR) output as in a cascade approach. End-to-end
ST avoids error propagation from intermediate ASR results. Although re-
cent attempts have applied multi-task learning using an auxiliary task of
ASR to improve ST performance, they use cross-entropy loss to one-hot
references in the ASR task, and the trained ST models do not consider pos-
sible ASR confusion. In this study, we propose a novel multi-task learning
framework for end-to-end STs leveraged by ASR-based loss against pos-
terior distributions obtained using a pre-trained ASR model called ASR
posterior-based loss (ASR-PBL). The ASR-PBL method, which enables a
ST model to reflect possible ASR confusion among competing hypotheses
with similar pronunciations, can be applied to one of the strong multi-task
ST baseline models with Hybrid CTC/Attention ASR task loss. In our
experiments on the Fisher Spanish-to-English corpus, the proposed method
demonstrated better BLEU results than the baseline that used standard CE
loss.
key words: end-to-end speech translation, spoken language translation,
multi-task learning, knowledge distillation

1. Introduction

Speech translation (ST), which translates a source language
speech to a target language text, has been improved largely by
recent advances in deep neural network-based methods for
speech and language processing. This work focuses on such
neural methods for ST. A simple approach to ST is to cascade
automatic speech recognition (ASR) and machine translation
(MT) [1]–[3]. However, a crucial flaw in this approach is
the error propagation from ASR to MT, which makes an
ST system sensitive to ASR errors. A major solution is to
use many ASR hypotheses in the form of N-best lists and
lattices [4].

Recent ST studies have attempted an end-to-end ap-
proach that directly translates a source language speech to
the target language [5]–[7]. Since it does not use any inter-
mediate ASR results, it is thus free from ASR error propa-
gation. However, end-to-end ST’s translation performance
is usually worse than a cascade ST due to the lack of ST
data. Multi-task learning [8]–[11] is a promising approach
to fill the gap between cascade and end-to-end STs since it is
leveraged by an ASR subtask while training the end-to-end
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ST. This approach introduces an additional output layer to
obtain ASR results from hidden vectors in an end-to-end ST
model that is trained using an ASR-oriented loss function
against reference transcriptions.

Such ASR loss is usually calculated as softmax cross
entropy (CE) against a one-hot distribution given by the
unique reference tokens at every step of the ASR prediction.
This approach prompts the ASR layer to predict a single
hypothesis that dominates the output distribution and avoids
confusion in the outputs. However, since our objective here
is to obtain correct translations, we do not need to obtain
correct one-hot ASR predictions without confusion.

Osamura et al. [12] focused on this issue and proposed
a robust cascade ST that takes ASR word posterior distribu-
tions as input to its MT module to consider ASR confusion in
the translation step. Bahar et al. [13] proposed tight integra-
tion of cascade ST by passing the ASR posterior probabilities
to MT during training. Dalmia et al. [14] trained a cascade
ST model by passing to the MT subnet the intermediate hid-
den representation given by the ASR decoder. However,
most of these previous studies focused on cascaded frame-
works that addressed ASR error propagation by considering
other hypotheses in ST integration using ASR posterior prob-
abilities or intermediate hidden representations.

Inspired by them, we take a further step and propose a
novel multi-task learning framework for end-to-end ST lever-
aged by ASR-based loss against posterior distributions ob-
tained using a pre-trained ASR model called ASR posterior-
based loss: ASR-PBL. In this method, the posterior distri-
bution is given by another pre-trained ASR model. Then the
ST model trained with ASR-PBL mimics the outputs of the
pre-trained model in the ASR subtask.

From another perspective, Chuang et al. [15] proposed
using such distributional loss in multi-task learning for end-
to-end STs. They incorporated semantic similarity in ASR-
based loss; we focus on ASR confusion and errors caused by
pronunciation variations, unclear utterances, noise, etc., all
of which frequently appear in practice.

There are several methods using knowledge distilla-
tion (KD) [16], [17] for ST models. Liu et al. [18] used
sequence-level KD [17] in which an ST model is trained
against pseudo-reference translations given by a pre-trained
MT model. Gaido et al. [19] extended this approach by a
token-level KD to fine-tune an ST model, which is trained
to mimic the posterior distribution given by a pre-trained
MT model at every step of predicting the ST output. Their
motivation was to use the knowledge of MT models created
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Fig. 1 End-to-end ST by single-task learning

with large amounts of data to leverage the performance of
the ST model that was created with only small amounts of
ST data. On the contrary, our work uses a token-level KD
in an ASR subtask of multi-task learning to include ASR
confusion in the training of end-to-end ST. Instead of fo-
cusing on KD with a large amount of data like previous
works, we focus on improving the model’s performance by
giving ASR confusion with only existing ST data. This
method can be applied to a robust multi-task ST baseline
model with Hybrid CTC/Attention ASR task loss. In our ex-
periments, we applied our proposed ASR-PBL to the Hybrid
CTC/Attention ASR task loss structure. Based on the Hybrid
CTC/Attention ASR task loss, our experimental results on
the Fisher Spanish-to-English data show that our proposed
method obtained better BLEU scores than the baseline with
the standard CE loss.

2. End-to-end Speech Translation

2.1 Single-task End-to-end Speech Translation

An end-to-end ST model consists of a source language
speech encoder and a target language text decoder. Let
X = 𝑥1, ..., 𝑥𝑇 be a sequence of source speech feature vec-
tors and let Y = 𝑦1, ..., 𝑦𝑁 be a sequence of target language
tokens, where 𝑇 and 𝑁 are the lengths of sequences X and
Y. Typically, each 𝑥𝑖 (1 ≤ 𝑖 ≤ 𝑇) corresponds to a speech
frame (e.g., 20 milliseconds), and each 𝑦𝑖 corresponds to a
subword token. Here 𝑖-th output token 𝑦𝑖 depends on input
X and the outputs up to the previous step, 𝑦1, ..., 𝑦𝑖−1, and
the posterior probability of 𝑣 chosen from target language
vocabulary 𝑉 as 𝑦𝑖 is denoted as:

𝑃ST (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣) = 𝑝(𝑣 |X, 𝑦1:𝑖−1). (1)

The ST model is trained using the following loss func-
tion defined by CE against reference 𝑦𝑖 represented by a
one-hot distribution:

LST = −
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑉∑︁
𝑣∈𝑉

𝑞(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣) ln 𝑃ST (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣), (2)
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Fig. 2 End-to-end ST by multi-task learning

where 𝑞(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣) is an indicator function that returns 1 if 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣
and otherwise 0.

Recent studies on neural sequence-to-sequence models
usually apply label smoothing [20], [21] to avoid overfitting,
which distributes the probability mass onto the elements in
𝑉 other than the ground truth reference. When 𝑣 is a token
in vocabulary 𝑉 , the reference probability of vector 𝑞(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣)
is represented as:

𝑞(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣) =
{
1 − 𝜖 if 𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣,
𝜖/(𝑉 − 1) otherwise

(3)

where label smoothing weight is 𝜖 (generally set to 0.1).
When 𝜖 = 0, it denotes CE loss without label smoothing.
Fig. 1 diagrams a the single-task ST. The speech encoder
converts input X into a sequence of hidden vectors H =

ℎ1, ..., ℎ𝑇 , and the target language text decoder predicts Y as
the translation result.

2.2 Multi-task End-to-end Speech Translation

In contrast to a single-task end-to-end ST explicit ASR mod-
ule, the multi-task approach uses an additional decoder to
transcribe the input speech from the hidden vectors given
by the speech encoder as an ASR subtask (Fig. 2). The
loss function in it is denoted as follows using ASR posterior
probability 𝑃ASR, defined similarly to 𝑃ST:

LASR = −
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑉∑︁
𝑣∈𝑉

𝑞(𝑦𝑖 , 𝑣) ln 𝑃ASR (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣). (4)

The overall loss function is given by a weighted sum of
LST and LASR using a hyperparameter _ASR:

L = (1 − _ASR)LST + _ASRLASR. (5)

2.3 Hybrid CTC/Attention Loss for Multi-task Speech
Translation

A Connectionist Temporal Classification (CTC) [22] model
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can be optimized using the forward-backward technique,
which determines the optimal alignments between speech
and textual representations. CTC’s key idea is the im-
plementation of intermediate label structure, denoted as
Π = 𝜋1, ..., 𝜋𝑇 . This step allows repeated labels and the
inclusion of unique blank labels (–) that represent emissions
devoid of labels, implying 𝜋𝑡 ∈ {1, ..., 𝐾} ∪ {−}. The aim
of CTC is to enhance the value of 𝑃(Y |X), which denotes
the probability distribution over all possible label sequences
Φ(Y′):

𝑃(Y |X) =
∑︁

Π∈Φ(Y′ )
𝑃(Π|X) (6)

In this context, Y′ is an augmented version of Y, achieved
by interspersing blank symbols between each label as well
as at the start and finish. An example is transforming from
(ℎ, 𝑒, 𝑙, 𝑙, 𝑜) in Y to (−, ℎ, 𝑒,−, 𝑙,−, 𝑙, 𝑜) in Y′. The proba-
bility of a label sequence, 𝑃(Π|X), is approximated as the
outcome of independent network outputs:

𝑃(Π|X) ≈
𝑇∏
𝑡=1

𝑃(𝜋𝑡 |X) =
𝑇∏
𝑡=1

𝑞𝑡 (𝜋𝑡 ). (7)

Here 𝑞𝑡 (𝜋𝑡 ) denotes softmax activation corresponding to
label 𝜋𝑡 in output layer 𝑞 at time 𝑡. The CTC loss, which
needs to be minimized, is the negative log-likelihood of true
token sequence Y∗:

LCTC = − ln 𝑃(Y∗ |X). (8)

Probability distribution 𝑃(Y |X) can be determined using the
forward-backward method:

𝑃(Y |X) =
|Y′ |∑︁
𝑢=1

𝛼𝑡 (𝑢)𝛽𝑡 (𝑢)
𝑞𝑡 (𝑦′𝑢)

, (9)

where 𝛼𝑡 (𝑢) is the forward variable that, represents the total
probability of all possible prefixes (𝑦′1:𝑢) that end with the
𝑢-th label, and 𝛽𝑡 (𝑢) is a backward variable of all possible
suffixes (𝑦′

𝑢:𝑈) that start with the 𝑢-th label. The network is
trained with standard back-propagation by taking the deriva-
tive of the loss function concerning 𝑞𝑡 (𝑘) for all labels 𝑘 ,
including the blanks.

Since CTC does not explicitly model the relationships
between labels due to its assumption of conditional indepen-
dence, as shown in Eq. 7, its capacity to represent character-
level linguistic details is constrained. As a result, it’s typical
to integrate lexicons or linguistic models, such as in the
hybrid approach.

Recently, a hybrid approach using both the attention-
based encoder-decoder and CTC models has been proposed
for ASR performance improvement. Since no language
model is included in the above CTC-based ASR frame-
work, such a hybrid approach supports the inclusion of lan-
guage model constraints in the CTC-based ASR, such as
Hybrid CTC/Attention [23]. In this paper, we applied Hy-
brid CTC/Attention loss to the ASR task loss of a multi-task
ST. The ASR task loss LASR function is given by a weighted
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Fig. 3 Multi-task end-to-end ST with hard or soft target loss by pre-
trained ASR model: We defined ASR task loss mixed with hard and soft
target loss as our proposed ASR-PBL.

sum of LAtt and LCTC using hyperparameter _CTC:

LASR = (1 − _CTC)LAtt + _CTCLCTC. (10)

Note that we did not apply Hybrid CTC/Attention to
our pre-trained ASR model for implementation simplicity.

3. Proposed Method

We propose a method to train an ST model in a multi-task
manner using a loss function based on posterior distributions
given by a pre-trained ASR model instead of single ASR ref-
erence tokens from the the ground truth transcriptions. Fig. 3
illustrates a diagram of the training using the standard CE
loss and ASR-PBL. ASR-PBL is defined over the ASR poste-
rior distributions as a reference to include the ASR confusion
in the hidden vectors in the ST model. This decision prompts
the source decoder to mimic the ASR posterior distributions
given by the pre-trained ASR model through a token-level
KD. The loss, which is back-propagated into the encoder,
also affects our main ST task. As a result, the ST decoder
learns to handle ASR confusion in its training and should
become more robust against possible ASR confusion.

The ASR posterior distributions are obtained through
softmax in the output layer of the source decoder. Let
𝑃soft (𝑖, 𝑣) be the posterior probability of ASR token hypoth-
esis 𝑣 at the 𝑖-th position of the ASR result. ASR-PBL Lsoft
is defined as:

Lsoft = −
𝑁∑︁
𝑖=1

𝑉∑︁
𝑣∈𝑉

𝑃soft (𝑖, 𝑣) ln 𝑃ASR (𝑦𝑖 = 𝑣). (11)

Note that 𝑃ASR is obtained from the ASR decoder in the ST
model and differs from 𝑃soft obtained from pre-trained ASR
model. Here subscript soft reflects the distributional nature
of ASR-PBL, as opposed to the CE loss with a hard one-hot
objective. We used ASR-PBL with the original CE loss in
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the weighted mixture and LAtt in Eq. 10 is represented as
follows:

LAtt = (1 − _soft)Lhard + _softLsoft, (12)

where _soft is a mixture weight. Here, _soft = 0.0 denotes
that the final loss function ignores ASR-PBL and becomes
equivalent to the CE loss without label smoothing.

4. Experiments

The following experiments investigated the effectiveness of
the proposed method using the Fisher Spanish corpus [24],
which consists of approximately 140 K pairs and 160 hours of
conversational Spanish speech along with its transcriptions
and corresponding English translations. It was used for
training both the ASR and ST models.

4.1 Data Setup

For the experiments, we filtered out long utterances with
more than 3000 frames or 400 characters and preprocessed
the text part with lowercasing, punctuation normalization
[24], and tokenization with tokenizer.perl script in the
Moses toolkit† [25] for both Spanish and English. We
also extracted 80-channel log-Mel filterbank coefficients and
3-dimensional pitch features from the speech part using
Kaldi [26], resulting in 83-dimensional features per frame.
These features were normalized by the mean and standard
deviation for each training set. We also applied speed per-
turbation [27] by a factor of 3 for data augmentation.

We trained a subword unigram model using Senten-
cePiece [28] for text tokenization, with a shared subword
vocabulary having a maximum of 1000 entries.

Table 1 WERs by our pre-trained ASR model and those in ESPnet
document for reference: We also put WER of soft-label 1-best WER for
one epoch training.

Model Dev Dev2 Test Soft labels 1-best
Data size 3.9k 3.9k 3.6k 415.8k

Decoding beam size 10 1
Our model 30.2 29.1 27.2 9.3
ESPnet ††† 24.2 23.6 21.5 -

4.2 Model Setup

The ST and pre-trained ASR models were based on Trans-
former [29], implemented using ESPnet†† [30] with a single
random seed of 1.

The hyperparameter settings of the model followed the
defaults of ESPnet unless otherwise noted in subsequent

†https://github.com/moses-smt/mosesdecoder
††https://github.com/espnet/espnet

†††https://github.com/espnet/espnet/blob/master/egs/
fisher_callhome_spanish/asr1b/RESULTS.md

analyses. The Transformer model consisted of an encoder
with twelve layers using 2048-dimensional vectors and a
decoder with six layers using 2048-dimensional vectors. The
encoder and decoder employed attention mechanisms with
six heads using 256-dimensional vectors.

For the ST models, we applied model-averaging with
the best five models among 30 training epochs according to
BLEU [31] in the Fisher development (dev) (3.9k pairs) set.
We applied label smoothing for the ST task with a weight
of 0.1. The minibatch size was set to 64 in the number of
segments with a gradient accumulation (accumgrad) of four.

The evaluation metric for ST was a 4-reference, case-
insensitive BLEU [31] on Fisher development 2 (dev2)
(3.9k pairs) and the test data (3.6k pairs), given by
multi-bleu.detok.perl in Moses. Then we used a beam
search size of 10.

In this experiment, we used Hybrid CTC/Attention loss
in the ASR task loss to reveal the effectiveness of ASR-PBL
in each setting. Except for parameter_CTC that controlled the
CTC loss weight, we followed the default implementation in
ESPnet for the settings of the CTC loss calculation.

4.2.1 Baseline ST models

In this study, we used a multi-task ST with standard CE
loss _Att and CTC loss _CTC in Eq. 10 as the baseline.
Throughout the experiment, we empirically set _CTC=0.5 in
Eq. 10 and used the CE loss with label smoothing with a
weight of 0.1. This implementation is based on ESPnet. We
also included the values of the multi-task ST with Hybrid
CTC/Attention ASR task loss reported in ESPnet†††, named
Transformer ASR-MTL [32].

4.2.2 Proposed ST models

In the proposed ST models, we used ASR-PBL with CTC loss
in the ASR task of multi-task ST training. After training the
ASR in the setting below, our model generated ASR posterior
distributions using all of the training speech data. The ST
model used the ASR posterior distributions for calculating
Lsoft in ASR-PBL following Eq. 11. During the ST training,
LAtt was calculated in Eq. 12 by a certain _soft parameter.
Our proposed model was also trained with _CTC = 0.5 in
Eq. 10, like the baseline CE model. LAtt in Eq. 10 was set to
the proposed ASR-PBL by mixing the hard CE loss and soft
loss instead of the baseline CE loss. The proposed method
is named ASR-PBL.

The pre-trained ASR model was trained using pairs of
Spanish speech and transcripts in the training data. The label
smoothing weight was set to 0.1. The batch size was set to
64 segments with an accumgrad of 2. We chose the best
model based on the output accuracy in the development set
among 30 training epochs.

By inference, we used a beam search size of 10 and ap-
plied model averaging with the best model among 30 training
epochs according to WER [31] in the Fisher development set.
We also evaluated the ASR outputs by WER.
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Table 2 BLEU results on Fisher with hyperparameters _ASR and _soft resulting in best development
score

Model BLEU
Task ASR task loss _ASR _soft Dev Dev2 Test
Single-task ST - - - 41.10 41.61 40.66

Multi-task ST

Transformer ASR-MTL [32] - - 46.64 47.64 46.45
w/o CE (_CTC=1.0) 0.3 - 45.98 47.16 45.83
CE (_CTC=0.5) 0.5 - 47.18 47.43 46.59
ASR-PBL (_CTC=0.5) 0.3 0.7 47.20 48.36 46.82

Table 1 compares the performance of the pre-trained
ASR model in WER with the scores in the ESPnet docu-
ment††† for reference. Our model’s performance was worse
than the reference, probably due to the difference in the loss
function. The reference scores were from a model trained
using CTC-based loss [22]. For the output of the ASR pos-
terior distribution of ASR-PBL, we used a greedy search.
Table 1 also shows the WER of the 1-best ASR results de-
rived from posterior of distributions for the training of the
proposed method in 1 epoch. In Eq. 12, the hyperparam-
eter values for _ASR and _soft show the best ones in the
Fisher development, chosen among {0.3, 0.4, 0.5} for _ASR
and {0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0} for _soft.

4.3 Main Results

Table 2 shows the main BLEU results on the Fisher dev2
and the test in each multi-task learning method. The BLEU
score of the re-implemented baseline ST model introducing
the Hybrid CTC/Attention in the ASR task loss improved
more than in the ASR task loss only with CTC or the re-
ported Transformer ASR-MTL score in ESPnet [32]. In the
ASR task loss only with CTC, BLEU was best with a small
_ASR of 0.3 among {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. In the ASR task loss
only with CTC, BLEU was best with a large _ASR of 0.5
among {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. On the other hand, for the Hybrid
CTC/Attention ASR task loss, BLEU was best with a small
_ASR of 0.3 among {0.3, 0.4, 0.5}. Our proposed method
outperformed all other baseline methods. In our proposed
method with ASR-PBL, BLEU was best with a small _ASR
of 0.3 among {0.3, 0.4, 0.5} and a large _soft of 0.7 among
{0.1, 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, 0.9, 1.0}.

4.4 Detailed Results

Following the main results in Section 4.3, we conducted
the following analyses to investigate the effectiveness of our
proposed method in more detail.

1. We observed of BLEU with the baseline and proposed
methods across various WER ranges to analyze the in-
fluence of ASR difficulty on the ST model.

2. We applied time-masking to the input speech frames
of each utterance while training the ST model with
proposed method, aiming to emulate variations in the
pre-trained ASR performance.

3. We examined the performance fluctuations in both the
ST and ASR task outputs by varying the _soft values.
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Fig. 4 BLEU comparisons in different WERs between baseline and pro-
posed methods in Fisher test.
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4. We compared the output examples from both the base-
line and proposed methods.

4.4.1 BLEU differences in various WER ranges in pre-
trained ASR

To investigate the impact of ASR difficulty on the BLEUs, we
compared the BLEUs of the baseline and proposed models
in different ASR WER ranges. Fig. 4 shows the BLEUs of
each ASR WER range in the baseline and proposed methods
in the Fisher test. Fig. 5 shows the number of samples of
each ASR WER range in the Fisher test. We calculated the
WERs based on the pre-trained ASR in Section 4.2.2 and
divided them into different ranges. The BLEU in each range
was calculated as a corpus BLEU of SacreBLEU [33].
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In Figs. 4 and 5, we excluded the samples whose WERs
exceeded 50% because they did not appear frequently. In
most of the ranges from 5% to 40%, we found that the
proposed method got better scores than the baseline. Fig. 4
shows that the proposed method was inferior to the baseline
in the range of 0% and 0% to 5%. The number of samples
was very small at the range of 0% to 5% as shown in Fig. 5.
Those samples contain few ASR errors.

This result indicates that the proposed method was ef-
fective in ranges from about 5% to 40%, although no effect
was observed in situations where the WER is small or large.
Our result also shows the proposed method was inferior to
the baseline in situations where ASR error was very small.
The proposed method was effective when the ASR error oc-
curred to some extent; while it was ineffective when the ASR
error was low.

4.4.2 Performance effect of pre-trained ASR for ASR-PBL

We conducted further analyses on ASR-PBL based on an
intuition: The constraints derived by the soft loss are prob-
ably affected by the performance of the pre-trained ASR
model. To simulate the differences in the ASR performance
while training the models, we applied perturbation by time-
masking over the input speech frames of each utterance in
the ASR inference using a pre-trained ASR model to obtain
posterior distributions.
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We adopted the time-masking module of SpecAug-
ment [34]. We set max mask window size 𝑊 to 40 and
tried different max numbers of masks 𝑁 among {1, 2, 4, 8,
16, 32, 64, 100}. In other words, we randomly chose the
window size of a mask from 1 to 40 every time, and the
number of masks was chosen randomly from 1 to 𝑁 (e.g.,
100) every time. The masked parts were replaced with the
average feature values over the utterances and fixed through-
out the training. Note that we did not apply this approach for
the one-hot results used in Lhard in Eq. 12 or LCTC in Eq.
10.

Fig. 6 shows the WER on the soft labels for training
ASR-PBL. When 𝑁 grew, the mask ratio and the WER of
the one-hot soft labels increased. Fig. 7 shows the relation
between each time mask number (𝑁) and BLEU in _soft = 0.7
on the Fisher test set. Overall, BLEU gradually decreased
with an increase in 𝑁 . These results show that the perfor-
mance degradation in our proposed method was suppressed
by the hard loss in Eq. 12 and the CTC loss in Eq. 10, not
only using soft loss as in Eq. 12. In Fig. 7, one important
finding here is that the BLEU score with 𝑁 = 32 was just
about 0.5 point less than when using no mask in 𝑁 = 0.
These results suggest that the mixture of the CE and CTC
losses dominated the training and suppressed the negative
effects of ASR-PBL.
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Table 3 Examples from Fisher test by baseline CE and proposed ASR-PBL
ASR output ST output

Example 1
Reference la música alegre y romántica siempre que hable del

amor positivo
joyful music and romantic if talks about positive love

CE (Baseline) la música ley de eh y romántica siempre que hable del
amor positivo

the music law eh romantic music always talks about
love positive

ASR-PBL (Proposed) la música alegir eh i romántica siempre que hable del
amor positivo

joyful music and romantic if talks about positive love

Example 2
Reference ah qué estudias oh what do you study
CE (Baseline) ah qué tuyas ah what are you doing
ASR-PBL (Proposed) ah qué estudio oh what do you study

(a) CE ASR task (Baseline) (b) ASR-PBL ASR task (Proposed)

Fig. 10 Top-5 ASR task posterior probabilities: Sentences are from Example 2 in Table 3. First raw
means 1-best output tokens.

4.4.3 BLEUs in the ST task and WERs in the ASR task
varying _soft

As shown in Eq. 12, our proposed method is based on adjust-
ing the contributions of both the hard and soft losses. We
examined the performance by varying their weights. The
line charts in Fig. 8 show the BLEU results on the Fisher
test by changing _soft. The proposed method outperformed
the baseline with CE in most cases. BLEU was best when
_soft = 0.7 in the Fisher development, and BLEU was best
when _soft = 0.9 in the Fisher test. We observed high BLEUs
in high _soft.

Fig. 9 compares WER on the Fisher test obtained by the
ASR decoder. We evaluated WER on the output generated
from the ASR decoder to directly examine the effect on
the ASR-PBL and ASR posterior distributions. In general
cascade ST systems, the BLEU result would be better when
the ASR model’s WER is small because the error propagation
is alleviated. In contrast, Figs. 8 and 9 show that a low WER
in the ASR task did not result in a high BLEU in the ST
task. It suggests that minimizing WER does not always
increase the BLEU scores in a multi-task ST. It also supports
the results in which our proposed method outperformed the
baseline even if the WER in the ASR task is higher than that
of the baseline.

4.4.4 Output examples

Table 3 shows the translation examples of the Fisher test. In

Example 1, the baseline CE model mistakenly derived ley
in its ASR output. As a result, the ST task also mistakenly
derived law, which is the counterpart of ley while missing
correct ST output joyful, which is the counterpart of alegre.
On the other hand, the proposed method also chose in its
1-best ASR output a different word, alegir. However, its
pronunciation resembles alegre. Finally, the proposed ST
task derived appropriate output: joyful.

In Example 2, the baseline CE model predicted tuyas
rather than estudias in the reference by its ASR decoder
and missed study corresponding to estudias. The proposed
method also mistakenly chose estudio in the ASR subtask.
However, estudio would be a more suitable choice due to
its closer pronunciation and semantic similarity, unlike the
baseline’s choice of tuyas. As a result, the proposed ST task
generated an appropriate word: study.

We next investigated Example 2 in detail. Fig. 10 shows
the top-5 ASR token-level hypotheses by the baseline CE and
proposed ASR-PBL models, which are colored by their pos-
terior probabilities. In the probability distribution of the
baseline in Fig. 10(a), high probability was assigned to the
top ranked token (e.g., tu and y). This means that the ST
model ignores a possible ASR hypothesis of estudias in the
ASR task. In contrast, the posterior distribution of tu is large
after estud, indicating that not only the posterior probability
of estud but also that of tu is large in the ASR task posterior
probabilities from the proposed method like Fig. 10(b). Al-
though tu is part of the mistaken word tuyas in the baseline,
it also considered the possibility of that estud, which is part
of estudias, is the most likely prediction and translated the
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result as study. This result suggests that our proposed ST
model predicted the output based on the acoustic confusion
among estudio, tuyas and estudias. These examples show
that our proposed method generated correct ST outputs while
considering other ASR hypotheses in the ASR subtask.

5. Conclusions

We proposed a method to train an end-to-end ST model using
ASR-PBL. It basically keeps ASR confusion and improves
the robustness of an ST model by knowledge distillation from
a pre-trained ASR model.

Our experimental results demonstrate effectiveness
against baselines with standard CE loss. Further analyses
with perturbations on ASR showed that the mixed use of
standard CE loss and ASR-PBL worked effectively, regard-
less of the performance of the pre-trained ASR model. Fu-
ture work includes the application of the proposed method
to simultaneous ST and in such challenging language pairs
as English-Japanese.
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